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Causal inference from observational data “demands a good deal of humility.”

--- Cochran

Scope
1 – 4 students. The content can be extended if more participants.

Background
Causal discovery is a branch of causal inference, a subfield shared by many areas, such as medicine, epidemiology, social science, economics. Its goal is to derive causal relationships between observed variables in a form of causal graph, when experiment is infeasible.

There exists several causal discovery methods and algorithms and several newer ones are being published, each claiming to be more accurate or suitable for some scenarios than the others. However, unlike supervised learning, we can only “crawl towards the truth” in causal inference. Practitioners must rely on the authors’ claim when selecting methods, because it is difficult to verify algorithm performance with the real world data. Unfortunately, the many published methods and algorithms are not tested on the same data sets nor evaluated using the same metrics. There exists only a few review papers on methods [1][2] and evaluation frameworks [3], but none to date attempts to benchmark them under equal grounds.

Goals
The ultimate goals of this projects are to update the taxonomy of causal discovery methods, provide evidences of method performance and guideline to method selection.

Tasks
1. Research and unify evaluation frameworks for causal discovery
2. Curate real world data sets suitable for causal discovery
3. Review literature on causal discovery methods, sort them according to known classification system and update it if neccessary.
4. Design experiment settings and criteria to evaluate the researched causal discovery methods
5. Evaluate causal discovery methods with the developed / unified framework.
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